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Abstract

Handling many models simultaneously is a desired feature in least�squares estima�

tion� This is typically handled by reducing the maximum order case to a triangular set

of equations and then solving the triangular equations for di�erent orders� In this pa�

per� we suggest an alternative method called the multiple model least�squares �MMLS��

which is based on a single matrix factorization and directly gives all lower order mod�

els� including the parameter estimates and loss functions� The factorization structure

of the MMLS estimator improves numerical performance and thus problems such as

those associated with overparameterization are avoided� The MMLS method can be

used as a replacement�update of the conventional implementation of the least�squares

method�

� Introduction

The least�squares estimator �Gauss ����� Lawson 	 Hanson ��
�� Box 	 Jenkins ��
��

Draper 	 Smith ����� Daniel 	 Wood ����� has been the dominant method for linear

regression and parameter estimation for many decades� due to its conceptual simplicity

and implementational convenience However� at least two problems exist with the least�

squares estimator One is the poor numerical performance in the case of ill�conditioned

covariance matrix� especially when the model is overparameterized �Goodwin et al ����� Xia

et al ���
� The other problem� which has not been aware of by many people� is that the

conventional implementation of least�squares method does not fully extract the information

contained in the covariance or data matrix

The �rst problem has been the focus of hundreds� if not thousands� of papers and books

Among them are the decomposition methods which include the LU�LDLT� QR� Cholesky

decomposition and singular value decomposition forms of the least�squares estimator �Golub

	 Loan ������ Potter�s square�root least�squares method �Potter 	 Stern ����� Bennet

����� Andrews ����� and Bierman�s UDUT factorization method �Bierman ��

� Thornton

	 Bierman ����� The Least�Squares Lattice �LSL� method �Morf et al ��

� Lee ����� Lee

et al ����� Makhoul ��

� Friedlander ����� Aling ������ which has been widely used in

signal processing� is another example of improved least�squares estimator

The second problem concerns the information content of the data matrix The basic

least�squares method of Gauss ������ only produces the least�squares estimate for the high�

est order model� while in literature� through an order�recursive structure� it has been shown
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that the data matrix does contain much more information than just the parameter estimate

of the highest order model� and these additional information can be obtained without extra

computation For instance� both Levinson�s �Levinson ���
� Morf et al ��

� Whittle �����

method and the least�squares lattice method can all produces all the lower order models as

by�products �Ljung ���
�

In this paper� the multiple model least squares �MMLS� method is proposed which is

based on a simple reformulation of the basic least�squares estimator The MMLS method

is characterized by its improved numerical properties due to the decomposition technique

exploited� and the explicit multiple model structure resulting from the rearrangement and

augmentation of the regressor Many of the well�established decomposition techniques such

as the LU�LDLT� QR or Cholesky decomposition and UDUT factorization can all be used

for producing the multiple model structure� where the information �parameter estimates

and loss functions� about all the models from order � upto order n are explicitly produced

in the factored matrices

Order recursive least�squares method that can produces multiple models is an �old� topic

and has already attracted much attention in the past decades The typical way in literature

is to reduce the equations with the maximum order to a set of triangular equations� and

then solve the triangular equations for models of di�erent orders �Ljung ���
� However�

the MMLS method proposed in this paper di�ers from previous contributions in that the

multiple models are produced by a single matrix decomposition The model parameter

estimates and corresponding loss functions are explicitly read o� from two matrices provided

by the matrix factorization The simple and compact structure enables easier interpretation

and implementation

This paper proposes the concept of the multiple model least�squares method� and dis�

cuss the numerical reliability resulting from the multiple model structure with focus on

overparameterization which often cause numerical problems in conventional least�squares

The recursive form of this method applying to system identi�cation is called the aug�

mented UD identi�cation �AUDI� method and can be found in Niu et al ������� Niu et al

������� Niu et al ������ and Niu ������

� Multiple Model Least�Squares

The multiple model least�squares �MMLS� method is based on least�squares principles�

and hence the conventional least�squares estimator �LSE� is brie�y reviewed �rst For full

discussions on the least�squares estimator� please see� e�g�� Lawson 	 Hanson ���
��� Ljung

����
� or Haykin ������

��� The Least�Squares Estimator

Assume that the system under investigation is described by the following linear di�erence

equation model

z�t� � a�z�t� �� � � � �� an�z�t� n�� � b�u�t� �� � � � �� bn�u�t� n�� � v�t� ���

or in a more compact form

z�t� � h� �t��� � v�t� ���

where n� is the system order� u�t� and z�t� are the system input and output respectively�

and v�t� is a zero�mean white noise sequence with variance ��v  The data vector h�t� and
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the parameter vector �� are de�ned as follows

h�t� � ��z�t� ��� � � � ��z�t� n��� u�t� ��� � � � � u�t� n���
� ���

�� � �a�� � � � � an� � b�� � � � � bn� �� ���

For simplicity of notation� assuming that the observed input�output sequence fu�i�� z�i�g

are available for time i � �n � � to t� then the data matrix is de�ned as

H�t� � �h����h���� � � � �h�t��� ���

and the output �observation� vector

z�t� � �z���� z�t� ��� � � � � z�t���

If data is available only after i � �� then the �rst n rows of both H�t� and z�t� should be

omitted

The least�squares estimate ���t� for ��� is then given by

���t� � arg min
�
jjz�t��H�t���t�jj� ���

where jj � jj� stands for the Euclidean vector norm The minimization criterion ��� leads to

the following formula
���t� � �H� �t�H�t��

��
H� �t�z�t� �
�

or in another form

���t� �

�
� tX
j��

h�j�h� �j�

�
�
��

tX
j��

h�j�z�j� ���

which is the least�squares estimate to ��� or ��� From �
� and ���� it is clear that the

invertibility of the data product matrix

R�t� � H� �t�H�t� �

tX
j��

h�j�h� �j� ���

determines the availability and accuracy of the least�squares estimates Most of the least�

squares variants mentioned in the introduction attempt to either avoid or improve the matrix

inversion involved in the least�squares estimator For example� the Cholesky decomposed

form of the least�squares estimator starts with the normal equation

H� �t�H�t���t� � H� �t�z�t� ����

By decomposing the data product matrix H� �t�H�t� into Cholesky factors� we have

L�t�L�t���t� � H� �t�z�t�

where L�t� is lower�triangular By a back�substitution and forward�substitution� the least�

squares estimate ���t� is then obtained

Or even more preferably� the QR decomposition can also be used for least�squares esti�

mation Starting with

H�t���t� � z�t� ����
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and decomposing H�t� into QR decomposed form� we have

Q�t�

�
R�t�

�

�
��t� � z�t�

which is
���t� � R���t�Q� �t�z�t� ����

In practice� the basic form of the least�squares estimator �
� and ��� is seldom used� various

improved forms as mentioned above and in the introduction are used instead for numerical

reliability

However� by some simple rearrangement and reformulation� it is found that the above

discussed decomposition least�squares can be made simpler and more compact� while at the

same time� provides more meaningful results This leads to the concept of multiple model

least�squares method

��� The Multiple Model Least�Squares

The multiple model least�squares di�ers from the basic least�squares estimator and its many

variants mainly in the arrangement of the elements in the data vector Assuming the same

model structure ���� and assuming that the maximum possible order of the actual system ���

is n� de�ne the augmented data vector as

��t� � ��z�t� n�� u�t� n�� � � � ��z�t� ��� u�t� ����z�t��� ����

Note that in comparison with the data vector ��� in the conventional least�squares esti�

mator� the elements of the augmented data vector ���� are interleaved and rearranged in

input�output pairs The current system output z�t� is also included in the data vector This

special structure is the basis of the MMLS method and is also the fundamental di�erence

between the MMLS formulation and the conventional least�squares formulation

De�ne the augmented data matrix as

��t� �

�
����
�� ���

�� ���


�� �t�

�
���� ����

and then de�ne the data product matrix in analog to ��� as

S�t� � �� �t���t� �

tX
j��

��j��� �j� ����

This matrix is de�ned as the augmented information matrix �AIM� since it actually equals

S�t� �

�
H� �t�H�t� H� �t�z�t�

z� �t�H�t� z� �t�z�t�

�
m�m

where m � �n � �

Decomposing the AIM with the standard LDLT decomposition�

S�t� � L�t�D�t�L� �t� ����
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then all the parameter estimates and corresponding loss function for all the �n�� equations

�models� de�ned by

�� �t�U�t� � e� �t� ��
�

are provided by the two matrices U�t� � L�� �t� and D�t� � D�t� It is not di�cult to �nd

that equation ��
� is equivalent to the following ��n � �� equations��������������

� �� z�t� n�

z�t� n� �� u�t� n�

z�t� n�� u�t� n� �� z�t� n � ��

z�t� n�� u�t� n�� z�t� n � ��� �� u�t� n � ��


z�t� n�� u�t� n�� z�t� n � ��� � � � z�t� ��� �� u�t� ��

z�t� n�� u�t� n�� z�t� n � ��� � � � z�t� ��� u�t� �� �� z�t�

����

where ���� means to use the best �in least�squares sense� linear combination of the vari�

ables on the left hand side to �t�predict the variable on the right hand side

Matrix U�t� is called the parameter matrix and has the form

U�t� �

�
��������������

� ��
���
�

��
���
� ��

���
�

��
���
� � � � ��

�n�
�

��
�n�
�

� ��
���
� ��

���
�

��
���
� � � � ��

�n�
�

��
�n�
�

� ��
���
�

��
���
� � � � ��

�n�
�

��
�n�
�

� ��
���
	 � � � ��

�n�
	

��
�n�
	

� � � � ��
�n�



��
�n�



  




� ��
�n�
�n

� �

�
��������������

����

Matrix D�t� is called the loss function matrix and has a form

D�t� � diag
h
J
���
f �t�� J

���
b �t�� J

���
f �t�� J

���
b �t�� J

���
f �t�� � � � � J

�n�
b �t�� J

�n�
f �t�

i
����

The superscripts ��i�� �i � �� �� �� � � � � n� represents the model order For instance� ��
�n�
� is

the �rst parameter of the nth order model parameter vector While the subscripts �f� and

�b� stand for forward and backward models and will be discussed shortly

Equation ��
� or ���� is called the multiple model structure All the model parameters

�the coe�cients for the linear combination� are contained in the unit upper triangular

parameter matrix U�t�� and all the corresponding loss functions are found in the diagonal

loss function matrix D�t�

Theorem � �Multiple Model Least�Squares�

Assuming the augmented data matrix ��t� is of full rank� the least�squares parameter

matrix U�t� de�ned in ���� that satis�es

U�t� � arg min
U�t�

jj��t� U�t�jj� � arg min
U�t�

jjE�t�jj� ����

is then given by

U�t� � L�� �t� ����
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and the corresponding loss function matrix is given by

D�t� � D�t� ����

where L�t� and D�t� are from the following LDLT decomposition

S�t� � �� �t���t� � L�t�D�t�L� �t� ����

whereE�t� is the residual matrix and jj�jj� represents the Euclidean matrix norm The proof

of Theorem � is given in Appendix A A comparison of equation ��� with equation ����

shows that the MMLS is just a straightforward extension of the conventional least�squares

method from single model form to a multiple model form The multiple model least�squares

method can be summarized as follows

Construct the augmented data vector ��t� according to the speci�c application

and model structure� e�g�� equation ����� Formulate the augmented information

matrix S�t� as ����� then by a standard LDLT�decomposition� all the parameter

estimates and corresponding loss functions for all the models listed in ��
� or ����

are simultaneously produced and presented in the parameter matrix U�t� and

the loss function matrix D�t� The parameter and loss function matrices have

standard structure and their interpretation is unequivocally determined by the

multiple model structure ��
� or ����

For the speci�c structure of the augmented data vector in ����� the interpretation of the

MMLS results �equations �� to ��� is as follows the odd�numbered equations in ����� which

corresponds to the odd�numbered columns in U�t�� use past inputs and outputs to �t future

output This is consistent with the conventional de�nition of system model� and are thus

called forward models or system models On the contrary� The even�numbered equations

in ����� which corresponds to the even�numbered columns in U�t�� use past inputs and

outputs to �t future inputs This contradicts to conventional notions of system model� thus

these models are called backward models If there is output feedback in the system� these

backward models correspond to the feedback model and therefore they are also called the

feedback models The concept of the forward and backward models can be made clearer

by looking at Figure �� where Figure �a is the conventional representation of a closed�loop

system Figure �b is a rearranged� but equivalent� form of Figure �a� from which it is seen

that the forward and backward model has an identical structure but di�er in the direction

of �tting� namely� forward and backward Some application examples of these feedback

models are presented in Niu 	 Fisher �����a�

In summary� MMLS is more e�cient and reliable than the conventional least squares for

the following reasons

� All information on the parameters and loss functions for all the models de�ned in ����

are implicitly stored in the augmented information matrix The conventional least�

squares method only extracts the information of the highest order model �the nth

order forward model�� while with the same amount of computational e�ort� the MMLS

method simultaneously extracts the information of all the �n models

� With MMLS method� the exact model order is not needed beforehand Instead� only a

maximum possible order of the system is assumed The most appropriate model order

can be easily decided based on the loss functions As will be shown in next section�

MMLS is not sensitive to overparameterization� therefore the maximum possible order
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Figure � A closed�loop system �a� conventional form� �b� rearranged form

can be always chosen to be large enough to cover the true system order and even its

possible �uctuations

� The MMLS method inherently implements the numerically stable LDLT factorization

structure and thus has better numerical performance than the conventional least�

squares method In addition� as will be shown in Section �� most of the well�known

numerical problems with the conventional least�squares method can be avoided by

using the MMLS method� of which the QR decomposition is preferred and recom�

mended

The internal connection between the MMLS method and the conventional least�squares

estimator is illustrated in Appendix B It can also be regarded as an alternative proof of

the MMLS method

��� Implementation

The MMLS structure enables �exible and convenient implementation� where most of the

well�known decomposition methods such as the LU� LDLT� Cholesky� QR decompositions

�Golub 	 Loan ����� and UDUT factorization �Bierman ��

� can all be used For instance�

the augmented data matrix de�ned in ���� can be decomposed with a QR decomposition

��t� � Q�t�R�t�

where Q�t� is an orthogonal matrix and R�t� is upper triangular The parameter and loss

function matrix U�t� and D�t� can be easily derived from R�t� with

U�t� � R���t� diag�R�t��� D�t� � �diag �R�t���� ����

That is� all the useful information is contained in the R�t� matrix Therefore the matrix

Q�t�� which usually has a very large dimension compared to R�t�� is not explicitly needed






As a result� both computation and memory requirement are reduced This is of signi�cance

for real�time implementations in� e�g�� signal processing

To generalize� if we de�ne the augmented data matrix ��t� as in ����� the augmented

information matrix S�t� and the augmented covariance matrix C�t� as

C�t� � S���t�� S�t� � �� �t���t� ����

a general structure is then given by Figure �� where it is seen that the MMLS method starts

QR Decomposition
LU/LDU Decomposition

Cholesky Decomposition

Augmented Data Vector

Augmented Information Matrix

UD Factorization

ϕ

S C

(t)Φ

(t) (t)

Augmented Data Matrix

Augmented Covariance Matrix

Parameter Matrix
Loss Function Matrix 

(t)

Figure � Implementation Methods of MMLS

with the augmented data vector� which is formulated based on the speci�c application The

parameter and loss function matrices are then obtained by constructing and decomposing

any of the three matrices �the augmented data matrix� the augmented information matrix

or the augmented covariance matrix� The meanings of the parameter and loss function

matrices are interpreted according to the structure of the augmented data vector

The di�erent decomposition methods for MMLS can be summarized in Table � Note

Table � Decomposition Methods For MMLS

Method Formula Parameter Matrix Loss Function Matrix

QR � � QR U � R�� diag�R� D � �diag�R���

LU S � LU U � L�� D � diag�U �

LDLT S � LDL�
U � L�� D � D

Cholesky S � GG�
U � G�� diag�G� D � �diag�G���

UDUT C � UDU �
U � U D � D��

that all the above decomposition methods can produce the same U�t� and D�t� matrices

Of special interest are the QR decomposition and the UDUT factorization methods The

QR decomposition method is well�known for its superior numerical performance �Golub

	 Loan ����� In addition� the QR decomposition works directly on the augmented data

matrix ��t�� which is only a stack of shifted input and output variables The augmented

information matrix S�t� is not required to be formulated and thus saves computations The
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QR decomposition is recommended as the preferred method for implementing MMLS in

batch processing The UDUT factorization method works on the inverse of the augmented

information matrix� namely� the augmented covariance matrix C�t� This is convenient

for recursive implementation since Bierman�s well�known UDUT factorization technique

�Bierman ��

� Thornton 	 Bierman ����� can be utilized with little modi�cation See Niu

et al ������ for details on recursive implementation� which is the augmented UD identi��

cation �AUDI� algorithm

As a comparison of the computational requirements� the MMLS method manipulates on

an augmented information matrix of dimension ��n � ��� ��n � �� while the conventional

least�squares method works on a covariance matrix of dimension �n � �n and a matrix of

dimension �n � �� therefore the computational requirement is almost the same However�

with the same amount of computation� the MMLS produces �n di�erent models plus their

corresponding loss functions� while conventional least�squares method only produces a single

nth order model From this viewpoint� the MMLS method is a much more e�cient imple�

mentation of the least�squares method than the conventional least�squares formulation

� Numerical Aspects

Using the decomposition techniques greatly improves the numerical reliability of the least�

squares estimator In addition� some properties that are speci�c to parameter estimation

can further improve the numerical performance In this section� we collect some of such

properties and show how they can help improve the numerical performance of the MMLS

method Some of these properties may have been well�known in many related areas� thus

we omit the proofs here and focus on how they can be related to the MMLS method

First of all� the MMLS method dealing with the three di�erent matrices as shown in

Figure � are summarized as follows for easy references

�
��
��t� � Q�t�R�t� � Q�t� �U�t���� �D�t�����

S�t� � �� �t���t� � �U�t���� D�t� �U�t����

C�t� � ��� �t���t���� � U�t� �D�t���� U�t�

��
�

then we have the following properties and discussions

Property � �Singularity� In the MMLS method� the singularity of the augmented data

matrix �ADM�� augmented information matrix �AIM� or the augmented covariance matrix

�ACM� de�ned in ��	� is re
ected by one or more zero elements in the loss function matrix

D�t��

This property can be easily proven as follows From ��
�

detfS�t�g � �detfC�t�g�
��

� detfD�t�g

The loss function D�t� is given by ���� and leads to

detfD�t�g � J
���
f �t� � J

���
b �t� � J

���
f �t� � � � J

�n�
b �t� � J

�n�
f �t�

This indicates that matrix singularity is connected to zeros loss functions of either the

forward or the backward models However� when will the loss functions become zeros!

From the properties of conventional least�squares� we know that

�



Property � �Loss Functions� For system described by ���� with zero�mean white system

noise v�t� of variance ��v � assuming that the true model order is n� and the maximum possible

order is n� then with MMLS

�� the loss functions of the forward models satisfy

J ����t� � J ����t� � � � � � J �n���t� � J �n�����t� � � � � � J �n��t� � � ����

for t���

�� the converged �against model order� loss function is given by

lim
t��

J �n��t�

t
� ��v � �

� the loss functions of the backward models satisfy

J
���
b �t� � J

���
b �t� � � � � � J

�n�
b � � ����

�� for open�loop estimation with white noise input

J
���
b �t� � � � � � J �n���t� � � � � � J

�n�
b �t� �

tX
j��

u��j�

for t���

The proof of this property can be found in many books on parameter estimation such as

S"oderstr"om 	 Stoica ������ Properties � and � then lead to the following property which

is important for practical applications

Property 	 �Overparameterization� ForMMLS estimation of the system de�ned in ����

�� Singularity problems� if occur� only occur to the forward and�or backward models of

high orders �rst� That is� zero loss functions for the forward or backward models can

only appear in the tail of the loss functions sequences ���� or �����

�� The loss function can become zero only when the �forward and�or backward� model

order is equal to or higher than its estimated order �the e�ective order�� That is� only

the loss functions of the overparameterized models can become zeros�

� The calculation and numerical dependency among the multiple models produced by

MMLS is uni�directional� that is� low order models are produced �rst� the calculation of

higher order models depend on the results of the lower order models but not the other

way around� Therefore� numerical problems occur to higher order �overparameterized�

models does not a�ect lower order models�

This is an excellent property of the MMLS method For conventional least�squares method�

singularity of the covariance matrix can easily and completely ruin the least�squares result

and in turn destroys the application �e�g�� adaptive control� see #Astr"om 	 Wittenmark

������� that depends on the least�squares result As a result� the model order is usually

assumed to be exactly known a priori when using conventional least�squares estimator In

practice� however� the model order is usually not available beforehand and thus model order

determination is usually the �rst necessary step In some situations where the e�ective

��



model order may be changing with time� due to� e�g�� low excitation or feedback� least�

squares method may prove to be helpless

With MMLS� however� this problem is easily avoided Due to the multiple model struc�

ture� models of di�erent orders are separated and low order models are not a�ected by the

numerical problems occurred to the higher order models As a result� overparameterization

is no longer a problem to MMLS On the contrary� overparameterization is often deliberately

practiced with MMLS in order to cover the unknown and�or time�varying dynamics of the

system

The order recursion in the MMLS method with all the decomposition methods is always

from low order model to higher order models If numerical problem �e�g�� singularity� is

encountered during the decomposition� there are two di�erent ways to handle the problem

� when a zero or very small loss function is produced� the decomposition can be simply

terminated The models that have been produced up to this stage have already fully

utilized the information contained in the system data and therefore it is of no interest

to us to further decompose the matrix to produce higher order �overparameterized�

models The highest order model that has been obtained up to this stage is actually

the highest possible order that is non�singular

� If the overparameterized models do have some signi�cance to us� the matrix regular�

ization technique �Ljung 	 S"oderstr"om ����� can be used to improve the condition

of the matrix involved so that the decomposition can be carried on to higher order

models For MMLS� matrix regularization is done by simply replacing the zero or

near zero loss functions with small positive numbers The cost for applying matrix

regularization is reduced accuracy in the overparameterized models However� this

does not hurt much since these models are usually of little interest to us In practice�

regularization is recommended to be used at all time

The following is a loosely worded proof of this property using LDLT decomposition

Given the LDLT factorization of the AIM as S�t� � L�t�D�t�L� �t�� assuming that the

matrices S�t��L�t� and D�t� are partitioned as�
S���t� S���t�

S���t� S���t�

�
�

�
L���t� �

L���t� L���t�

� �
D���t� �

� D���t�

�

then the following holds

L���t�D���t�L
�
���t� � S���t�

L���t� � D���� �t�L���� �t�S���t�

L���t�D���t�L
� �t� � S���t��L���t�D���t�L

�
���t�

Several observations can be made as follows

� The �rst element� J ����t�� of the loss function matrix D�t�� is equal to the �rst element

�at the upper left corner� of the AIM S�t� That is� under the condition of stationary

outputs�

J ����t� �

tX
j��

z��j�

This is obvious since l���t� � � directly gives l���t�d���t�l���t� � s���t� which is

J ����t� � d���t� � s���t� �
Pt

j�� z
��j� Here l���t�� d���t� and s���t� denote the

��



��� ��th elements of matrix L�t��D�t� and S�t� respectively This implies that the

�rst elements of the loss function matrix will never be zero or negative as long as the

system output are not zeros all the time

� Without loss of generality� assuming that L���t� and D���t� has a dimension of ��i�

�� � ��i � �� with i � ��� n�� then U���t� � L���� �t� and D���t� � D���t� contain

all the information on the parameter estimates and loss functions of the lower order

models from order � to i� which are the �rst �i � � equations in ���� Since the

calculation of L���t� and D���t� depends on the submatrix S���t� only� therefore�

numerical problems that occur to the calculation of L���t��L���t� and D���t� do not

a�ect these low order models In another words� they are independent of the models

with orders higher than i

� On the other hand� the calculation of higher order models� e�g�� L���t� and D���t��

are dependent on the lower order models that are contained in L���t� and D���t�� as

well as on S���t�� S���t� and S���t� Therefore� numerical problems in lower order

models do a�ect higher order models

Matrix singularity can be quantitively measured by the matrix condition number In

the MMLS method� the condition of the augmented information�covariance matrix has the

following properties

Property 
 In the MMLS method� the condition number of the augmented information

or covariance matrix �AIM�ACM� is mainly determined by the loss function matrix D�t��

which is in turn determined by the system signal�to�noise ratio and can be directly modi�ed

by matrix regularization�

This is shown as follows For successful estimation� the parameter matrix U�t� converges

to approximately a constant matrix and so does its condition number The loss function

matrix D�t�� however� changes as more data are collected into the AIM� therefore

condfS�t�g � condfC�t�g 	 � condfD�t�g

where � stands for a constant that is determined by the condition of U�t� matrix The

condition number of the diagonal D�t� matrix can be easily obtained as

condfD�t�g �

max
��i�m

fDii�t�g

min
��i�m

fDii�t�g

As shown in Niu 	 Fisher �����b�� this is approximately proportional to the squares of the

system signal�to�noise ratio

Bearing in mind that all the elements in the loss function matrix D�t� are loss functions

of a forward�backward model of a certain order� therefore� small noise magnitude� or large

signal�to�noise ratio� leads to small loss functions which in turn results in a large condition

number for overparameterized information matrix When the system is noise free� all the

loss functions from order n� up to order n in D�t� will become zero� and all the submatrices

of S�t�� with dimension equal to or higher than �n� � �n�� will be singular

A higher signal�to�noise ratio leads to higher accuracy of the parameter estimates for

the system model with the correct order� but the system is more vulnerable to numerical

problems Therefore it is very important to choose the correct model order� especially when

��



the signal�to�noise ratio is very high With MMLS method� however� this can be easily dealt

with matrix regularization

Matrix regularization improves the condition of the AIM �Ljung 	 S"oderstr"om ����� by

setting lower and upper bounds on the loss functions in the loss function matrix This is

equivalent to setting an upper limit on the condition number of the loss function matrix

� Simulation Examples

Consider a system represented by the following SISO linear di�erence equation model

z�t�� ���z�t� �� � ��
z�t� �� � u�t� �� � ���u�t� �� � v�t� ����

where z�t� and u�t� are the system output and input respectively� v�t� is zero�mean white

noise with variance ��v  A random binary sequence is used as the system input Assume

the maximum possible model order is n � � and ��� data points are used From ����� the

augmented data vector has the form

��t� � ��z�t� ��� u�t� ����z�t� ��� u�t� ���

�z�t� ��� u�t� ����z�t� ��� u�t� ����z�t���

With noise level �v � ���� simulate this system The augmented information matrix is

constructed according to ���� and is shown in Table �

Table � The Augmented Information Matrix �AIM��
���������������

	�
�� �� ��
	 ��	 ���	� ��� ����� ���� ��
	

�� �� ��
�
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� ���� ���	�

��
	 ��
�
 	�
�� �	� ��
�� ��	 ���	� ��� �����

��	 ��� �	� �� ��
�	 ��� ���	� ���� ����


���	� ���	 ��
�� ��
�	 	�
�� �	� ��
�� ��� �����

��� ���� ��	 ��� �	� �� ��
�� ��� ��	


����� ���
� ���	� ���	� ��
�� ��
�� 	��
� ��� ��
	

���� ���� ��� ���� ��� ��� ��� �� ��
��

��
	 ���	� ����� ����
 ����� ��	
 ��
	 ��
�� 	����

�
���������������

� ��

Decomposing the AIM into the LDLT�factored form� then all the parameter estimates

for models from order � upto � are simultaneously obtained in the parameter matrix U�t� �

L�� �t� and is shown in Table �

All the corresponding loss functions are obtained in the loss function matrix D�t� � D�t�

and are shown in Table � In the parameter matrix U�t�� the �fth column is the parameter

estimate of the second order which is de�ned by ���� Similarly� the third column is the

parameter estimate of the �rst order model of system ���� or the �rd equation in ����� which

can be written as

z�t�� ����
z�t� �� � �����u�t� �� � v�t�

the seventh column is the parameter estimates of the third order model which can be

represented by

z�t� � �����z�t� �� � ��
��z�t� ��� ������z�t� �� �

����
u�t� �� � �����u�t� �� � �����u�t� �� � v�t�

��



Table � The Parameter Matrix �with System Noise��
�������������

�� ��� ���	� ��
 ��� ��� ��� �� ���

�� �	�� ���� ���� ��� ��� ��� ���

�� ��
� ���� ����� ���� �� ���
�

�� �	�	 ��� ���� ���	 �	�

�� ��	 ����� ����
 ��	

�� �	�� ��	 ����

�� ��� ����


�� �	�	

��

�
�������������

Table � The Loss Function Matrix �with system noise��
�������������

	
��

�		

����

�	�

�
�

�	�

�
�

�	�

�
���

�
�������������

In general� column ��i � �� of the parameter matrix U�t� contains the ith order model

parameter estimates� with i � ��� ��

The even numbered columns of the parameter matrix are the loss functions for the

backward models and can be interpreted in a similar way

In the loss function matrix D�t� �Table ��� the loss function corresponding to the pa�

rameter estimates of the �nd order model is given directly from the �th diagonal element�

while the loss functions for the �st and �rd order models are obtained from the �rd and 
th

diagonal elements� respectively In general� the loss function of the ith order model is the

��i � ��st diagonal element in the loss function matrix

The relationship between the loss functions and the model orders is plotted as the solid

line in Figure �� from which it is seen that the loss functions decrease as the model order

goes from � to � and from � to � and ceases to decrease after the model order is higher

than � This suggests that the model order should be determined as �� which agrees to the

actual system Quantitive criteria such as AIC� FPE and F�test �Ljung ���
� S"oderstr"om

	 Stoica ����� can be used to determine the model order

If the boxed submatrix with dimension �� � in the AIM shown in Table � is taken out

as a separate matrix� which is equivalent to setting the maximum possible order to �� and

then decomposing this submatrix with the LDLT�decomposition� the resulting parameter

matrix is exactly the same as the boxed part of the parameter matrix in Table �� and the

loss function matrix from the decomposition of the submatrix is exactly the same as the

boxed matrix in the loss function matrix shown in Table �

Repeat the simulation with no system noise� i�e�� �v � � The resulting parameter and

loss function matrices are shown in Table � and Table � respectively From the parameter

��
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Table � The Parameter Matrix �without System Noise��
�������������
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Table � The Loss Function Matrix �without system noise��
�������������
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matrix� it is found that the �rd and �th models are not reliable since they are overparame�

terized Their corresponding loss functions are close to zeros �	 is close to the smallest real

number that can be represented by matlab �Matlab ������� as shown by the dashed line in

Figure � Actually� the condition number of the D�t� matrix is about ������� indicates that

the AIM is extremely ill�conditioned because the system is noise free However� it is found

that models up to order � are not a�ected by the poor accuracy of the overparameterized

models Note that the 	 is used here only to indicate the numerical problem occured to

high order models In practice� upon encountering the �rst 	� the decomposition would be

stopped or regularization is applied

Parameter estimation with the same set of noise�free data is repeated with a maximum

possible order n � �� The same results for models up to order � are obtained although the

results for higher order models are completely meaningless

� Conclusions

The multiple model least�squares �MMLS� method is an e�cient reformulation of the widely

used least�squares method The MMLS method overcomes the numerical inferiority of the

conventional least�squares method� and at the same time� produces much more information

than the conventional least�squares� for the same amount of computation The multiple

model structure of the MMLS method enables it to always select the most appropriate

model among the multiple models produced by MMLS� and thus problems associated with

over� and under�parameterization are avoided

It is also shown that problems caused by overparameterization always occur to the

highest order model �rst and do not a�ect lower order models In another words� unlike the

conventional least�squares where a numerical problem can easily ruin the entire covariance

matrix� numerical problems occurred in the MMLS method only a�ect part of the augmented

information matrix and do not destroy the entire matrix
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A Proof of Theorem �

Assuming that the augmented information matrix �� �t���t� in ���� is decomposed into an

LDLT form with ����� then the error matrix ���� becomes

J�t� � U� �t�L�t�D�t�L� �t�U�t� ����

Assuming that there exists another matrix U�t� with the same structure as U�t� that yields

smaller loss function matrix J�t�� then the following holds

'

�U� �t�L�t�D�t�L� �t�U�t�� U� �t�L�t�D�t�L� �t�U�t� � �

Since U�t�L� �t� � I � we have

' � D�t�� U� �t�L�t�D�t�L� �t�U�t�

�D�t��G�t�D�t�G� �t� � � ����

where G�t� � U� �t�L�t� Clearly G�t� is also a unit lower triangular matrix� with gii � � for

i � ���m� From matrix multiplication� bearing in mind that G�t� is unit lower triangular�

the �i� i�th element of '� namely 
ii� i � ��� d�� is given by


ii � di �

iX
j��

gij di gij

��



� di � di

iX
j��

g�ij

� di � di

�
�i��X
j��

g�ij � g�ii

�
�

� di � di

�
�� �

i��X
j��

g�ij

�
�

� �di

i��X
j��

g�ij

� �

Matrix S�t� are assumed to be positive de�nite� which implies di � � for i � ���m�� therefore�

the above equation yields

gij � �� j � �� � � � � i� i � �� � � � � d

which means that G�t� is an identity matrix

G�t� � U� �t�L�t� � I

or

U�t� � L�T �t� � U�t�

That is� U�t� is the parameter matrix that leads to the smallest error matrix J�t�

B Relationship Between MMLS and LS

This appendix shows how the MMLS method is related to the conventional least�squares

estimator� and provides some insight into the least�squares principle First� consider the

following theorem

Theorem � �Decomposition of Partitioned Matrix�

Given a non�negative de�nite symmetrical matrix S of dimension d � d� then the LDLT�

decomposition of its partitioned matrix is given by

S �

�
A B

B� D

�
�

�
I� �

B�A�� I�

� �
A �

� �

� �
I� �

B�A�� I�

��
����

where A is the k � k submatrix of S with � � k � d� and is assumed to be non�singular�

� � D �B�A��B

This theorem can be easily proven by a direct multiplication of the right�hand side of ����

which gives the left hand side 

Represent the augmented data vector ��t� ���� of the nth order model by ��n��t� �this

bracketed superscript is used only for the derivation in this appendix In the context of this

paper� it is omitted for simplicity of notation� A �shift structure� �Ljung et al ��
�� Ljung

	 S"oderstr"om ����� then follows as

��



(n) Tϕ (t)

    (t)

ϕ  (t)(0)

h   (t)(0)

ϕ    (t)(n-3)

h      (t)(n-3)

ϕ (n-2)
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ϕ  (t)(n)

 

= [ -z(t-1),u(t-n),-z(t-n), u(t-3), -z(t-3), -z(t-2), u(t-2), u(t-1), -z(t)..., ]

From which it can be shown that
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De�ne the augmented information matrix �AIM� for di�erent model orders as follows
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Obviously S�n��t� can be partitioned and decomposed following Theorem �
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� J
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this structure is called the �nested structure� �S"oderstr"om 	 Stoica ����� since R�n��t� is

�nested� in the S�n��t� ��
�n��

�t� and J
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f �t� in Equation ���� are given by
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where ��
�n�

�t� is the parameter estimate of the nth order model� and J
�n�
f �t� is the loss

function for the nth order estimates

Decompose the nested part R�n��t� in a manner similar to ����� we have
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Recursively decomposing all the nested matrices in the same manner leads to
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That is
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It is easy to verify that
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